
Reading Workshop:
The Complete Kit
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Grades
3rd – 5th

Time-saving resources 
you’ll use again and again!
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• Easily differentiate to give 
individualized instruction 
tailored to each student’s 
needs
• Make a significant impact on 

a student’s growth in reading 
comprehension
• Create a culture of reading
• Help students become more 
confident readers and 
develop a love of reading 

What Happens in Reading Workshop?
• Teach a mini-lesson focusing on a specific reading strategy or skill
• Students independently read self-selected books and practice skills
• Teachers meet with students to give individualized instruction
• Teachers may pull small or strategy groups for extra instruction
• The class meets to share about their reading and about books  
• Students give book talks, recommend books, and celebrate reading!

Benefits of Reading 
Workshop
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•Give individualized 
instruction tailored to each 
student’s needs
•Make a significant impact on 

a student’s growth in reading 
comprehension
•Easily differentiate reading
•Help students become more 
confident readers and 
develop a love of reading 

What Happens in a Reading Conference?
• Check-in with the student as a reader
• Listen to the student read briefly
• Compliment the positive
• Discuss the text 
• Teach ONE strategy
• Make plans moving forward and end the reading conference

Reasons to Hold
Reading
Conferences:
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these question stems:
• Hits ALL fiction and nonfiction 

Standards
• Easy to use, effective reference!
• Common Core aligned but can 

be used with other standards
• No “cutesy” clip art, so they can 

be used with older students
• Use them year after year

These Print-and-Go and 
NO-PREP Digital 
questions stems will help 
you easily choose 
questions to target ALL 
fiction and nonfiction 
standards!

Time-Saving!

Why you’ll love using
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Why you’ll love using these graphic organizers:
• Versatile with 3 formats for each graphic organizer
• One or more graphic organizers per standard
• Can be used with any fiction or nonfiction text
• No “cutesy” clip art, so they can be used with older students
• Use them year after year

some time?
These 120 Print-
and-Go or NO-
PREP Digital 
graphic 
organizers will 
make your 
teaching day 
easier!

Want to save
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Anchor Charts:
• To introduce reading skills
• As an outline for teaching 

points
• To model reading 

concepts
• To focus reading 

discussions
• To help students organize 

information visually
• As a reference for 

students

When to Use Anchor Charts:
• Mini-lessons for Reading Workshop or Guided Reading

• Strategy groups or small group work to reinforce concepts

• Reading conferences

• Review or intervention

How to Use
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these Reading Workshop

These print-and-go and 
NO-PREP digital Reading 
Workshop forms will help 
you plan and implement 
a successful reading 
program.

Time-Saving!

Why you’ll love using 

• The easy-to-use, teacher-tested 
resources will help you target 
each student’s reading skills!
• A variety of resources and 

formats gives you greater 
flexibility.
• Editable printables allow you to 

customize to fit your needs.

forms:


